
Minutes of the Meeting of the IWU General
Faculty

Illinois Wesleyan University

November 2, 2015

1. Call To Order

President Jensen called the meeting to order at 4:05p, and noted that a collection of stu-
dent representatives had asked to address the faculty about the diversity issues raised by
student visitors at the August Faculty Meeting. Without objection, the students were ad-
mitted; it was decided that they would address the faculty after the consideration of the
consent agenda.

2. Approval of theMinutes of the Last Meeting

The minutes of the October 5, 2015 Faculty Meeting were approved by common consent.

3. Curriculum Council Consent Agenda and Addendum

The consent agenda and its addendum were approved by common consent.

4. Student Presentation on Diversity

President Jake Thaker and Vice-President Ashley Spain from the Student Senate ad-
dressed the faculty; six of their student colleagues joined them on the floor. A copy of
their remarks is appended to these minutes.
During Q & A, Prof. Kooken encouraged students to offer Open Fora in addition to
the one scheduled for Thursday, November 12, in order to allow all interested faculty to
attend such an event. (For instance, it is perpetually difficult for Nursing faculty to attend
events on Tuesdays and Thursdays due to conflicts with clinicals.)
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Prof. Tiede expressed appreciation for the refinement of students’ positions compared to
their original remarks as reflected in the CUPP minutes from September. He encouraged
students to reflect on the connections between campus climate issues and academic free-
dom. Pres. Thaker concurred that academic freedom is crucial, and said that the students
intended to take care not to infringe upon it. However, he said, within those constraints,
it is crucial that students be made to feel safe in the classroom. Prof. R. Schultz asked
students to address the way in which the University’s mission statement connects with
concerns about diversity. He encouraged students to deliberate and debate about whether
that mission statement should shape faculty and administrative deliberations about the
allocation of resources, including faculty hiring decisions. Should the mission statement
guide the allocation of those resources to ensure that hiring decisions result in a diverse
faculty? Is it also important to students that hiring decisions produce academic units well-
staffed to address diversity issues in the classroom? Pres. Thaker assured Prof. Schultz that
Student Senate would consider these questions.

5. Committee Reports

a. CUPP

Prof. Weis presented a written report and solicited questions. Prof. Miner asked why
the student documents on diversity that had been presented at a CUPP—and which
Pres. Thaker and displayed on the screen moments before—had only been briefly men-
tioned in CUPP minutes rather than included in CUPP’s report for the present meeting.
Prof. Weis responded that the report for the present meeting covered CUPP’s activities
during October; the meeting with students had taken place in September, a month for
which the committee had delivered an oral rather than written report. Prof. Miner re-
quested that CUPP make those student documents available.
Prof. Lutze requested that chairs of committees with a written report present a 2–3minute
oral summary of the highlights of those report at Faculty Meetings before asking for ques-
tions, since not all faculty will have read those reports. Prof. Weis obliged. Prof. Chapman
respectfully dissented from Lutze’s view. He argued that meetings could be run more ef-
ficiently and effectively if the presumption is that faculty will take the time to read the
meetings’ materials in advance.
Prof. Tiede reiterated his appreciation of the way in which students’ positions on diversity
issues appear to have been improved since their original presentation to CUPP. But he
urged CUPP and those advising Student Senate to proceed with caution in discussions
with students over diversity issues, and to pay careful attention to the way in which student
concerns about microaggressions and climate might come into conflict with crucial prin-
ciples of academic freedom. Prof. Weis agreed that the issue was important, and assured
Prof. Tiede that CUPP would be appropriately attentive to it.
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b. Curriculum Council

Prof. Sultan presented the Council’s written report.

Motion Concerning General Education Exception Petitions

At the October Faculty Meeting, Prof. O’Gorman made the following motion:

Once a course has been granted General Education category or flag status,
whether by vote of the general faculty or through petition by a student in the
course after the fact, all students in the course are eligible to receive that Gen-
eral Education designation for the course, whether the designation is perma-
nent, as per faculty vote, or temporary, as per petition pertaining to a particular
iteration of the course.

At that meeting, the faculty sent the motion to CC for further discussion. Prof. Sultan
reported that after due deliberation CC had decided that they preferred the current pe-
tition system for Gen Ed exceptions over the system proposed in the present motion.
Prof. Tiede noted that the motion had been made and seconded at the last meeting and
that thus discussion of the motion was in order.
Prof. deHarak recalled that the primary objection to the motion at the last meeting
had been that students often have quite different learning experiences within the same
course—some of which might be worthy of Gen Ed credit, others of which might not—
and that the effect of the motion would be to generalize the petition of a student of the
first sort to cover a student of the second sort. Prof. deHarak proposed appending the
following amendment to the motion, which he believed would secure the efficiencies its
original maker sought while blocking the unwanted generalizations its opponents feared:

The petition form will include a space in which the professor who offered the
course in question will indicate whether or not she or he approves granting
the Gen Ed category or flag which the student seeks and whether or not that
should apply to all students in the class. The approval of the faculty member
would be a requirement for a granting of the change in status.

A second for the proposed amendment was sought. None was found, and the proposed
amendment failed. Discussion of the original motion resumed.
Prof. Chapman expressed concerns that the motion, if approved, would be ripe for abuse;
faculty could use its mechanism in an end-run around CC and faculty approval of Gen Ed
status for courses. Prof. deHarak conceded Profs. Chapman’s point that the petition pro-
cess could open a potential “backdoor” for avoiding the customary Gen Ed approval pro-
cess, but he noted that this backdoor currently exists and would remain in place whether
or not the motion passed. The question was simply whether a single piece of paper might
be used to achieve this nefarious purpose or whether, say, 12 separate filings would be
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required. Prof. Myscofski agreed with Prof. Chapman’s concern, and asked who was
charged with hearing students’ petitions for Gen Ed exceptions. In particular, she ex-
pressed concern that a student in a faculty member’s course might seek and receive Gen
Ed approval without that faculty member’s approval. Assoc. Dean Duke answered that
the petitions were heard by the Academic Exceptions Petition Committee, consisting
of herself (the Associate Dean of Curricular and Faculty Development), the Associate
Provost, and the Registrar. When asked whether any faculty served on that committee,
Assoc. Dean Duke pointed out that she herself was a faculty member, and added that a
petition for Gen Ed credit would require the approval of the faculty member who had of-
fered the course before it receiving a hearing before the committee. Noel Kerr noted that
when one of her independent study students sought Gen Ed credit for it, she had referred
to CC’s documents to make sure that the student’s course of study warranted the Gen
Ed credit; Assoc. Dean Duke added that a petitioning student would normally have to
do that legwork her- or himself in order to make the case to the Exceptions Committee.
Prof. Bollivar observed that normally the department chair and the student’s academic
advisor are involved in the approval process, either instead of or in addition to the faculty
member who offered the course.
Prof. Sheridan asked who was responsible for hearing petitions for Gen Ed credit that
weren’t exceptions for an IWU regular course status—e.g, for courses transferred in from
other universities or from study abroad. Assoc.DeanDuke answered that, where an earlier
decision for the course had been rendered, the decision simply followed that precedent;
where no precedent exists, the Registrar and the Associate Dean of Curricular and Faculty
Development decided the matter.
Prof. O’Gorman offered the following argument for her own motion. Decisions about
Gen Ed credit have been designed to proceed by a course-by-course basis rather than
at the fine-grained level of individual student’s experiences; the present motion would re-
align decision-making in keeping with level of granularity. Prof. Chapman countered that
while Gen Ed decisions are most commonly made at the course level, it was important
to preserve the present principle that individual students can petition for exceptions in
special circumstances. He sought further clarity about the purpose of the motion: What
is the core problem it is trying to address? Prof. O’Gorman reiterated that the primary
problem it addresses is the inefficiency of requiring individual students to file, and the
Exceptions Committee to hear, separate and redundant petitions seeking Gen Ed credit
for the same course. Assoc. Dean Duke attested that she had yet to see this problem
manifest. During her tenure, there have never been droves of students seeking Gen Ed
exceptions for a single course; seldom is there more than one such petition in a single
course. Thus, she argued, the motion was a solution in search of a problem, and it car-
ried a significant disadvantage: a single student’s petition, with faculty approval, would
circumvent the normal petitioning process.
Prof. Ponce spoke against the motion. She agreed that there ought to be an opportunity
for individual students to petition for Gen Ed exceptions when they can make the case
that their individual work within a course meets the criteria and goals for that category or
flag, but she shared the concerns that the mechanism established by the present motion
would permit circumvention of the established Gen Ed approval processes. However, she
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averred, when an entire class warrants Gen Ed—as in any case that would be covered
by the present motion—that course should go through the regular CC approval process.
Prof. N. Kerr concurred with last two comments, and added that that she was concerned
that since Independent Studies are courses, all sharing the same CRN within a given unit
in a given semester, nothing in the motion would block its mechanism from applying
Gen Ed credit received in one Independent Study to carry over to other, quite different
Independent Studies.
Prof. deHarak asked for some examples of IWU courses for which students have received
Gen Ed exceptions. Prov. Boyd remarked that exceptions are typically sought only in
cases where a student would unable to graduate on time unless a Gen Ed exception were
granted, and they are only approved when the proposed substitute course meets the goals
and criteria for that designation despite the fact that no official designation has been
sought for the course. He urged faculty to maintain the current policy, which enjoins
individual students to confront the goals and criteria of a Gen Ed category or flag and
thoughtfully construct an argument that their own exceptional case meets them.
Prof. Sultan called the question; Prof. Tiede noted that unless it is brought forward with-
out objection, a motion to call the question requires a second and a two-thirds majority.
The motion to call the question was seconded and passed. The main motion itself then
came to a vote; the motion failed.

TheNature of the Consent Agenda

Prof. Chapman expressed surprise that a substantial matter like the approval of the new
Design, Technology, and Entrepreneurship (DTE) major had come forward on the con-
sent agenda rather than coming forward for a faculty vote. As he had understood it, the
consent agenda was intended for fairly routine items, not for major curricular changes like
the addition or overhaul of a program. He asked what, if anything, distinguishes those
items that may pass on the consent agenda from those that may not?
Assoc. Dean Duke began her answer by noting that the consent agenda and its addendum
have essentially the same status; items go on the addendum rather than the agenda when
they require a rationale or some other component that does not fit within the format of
the consent agenda. Prof. Chapman replied that his concern had been not to distinguish
between items that may go on the consent agenda versus those that must go instead on
its addendum. Rather, he was curious about the distinction between those items that may
pass by consent (on the agenda or addendum) and those must come before the faculty
for a vote. Prof. Tiede pointed out that provisions for the consent agenda are contained
in Chapter III of the Faculty Handbook; those provisions contain no explicit restrictions
on what can come forward for approval by consent other than that it be of a “routine
and repetitious nature.” Technically, he added, the only thing kind of item that would
be disqualified from approval by consent would be an amendment to the constitution,
which requires a vote by paper ballot. CC has internal procedures concerning which items
would typically go on the consent agenda; those procedures had been recently amended
to better fit their own preferred practices. He concluded by noting that any individual
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faculty member could pull any item off of the consent agenda or its addendum, thereby
requiring it to face a faculty vote.
In response to questions from Prof. N. Kerr, Prof. Sultan reminded the faculty that the
consent agenda only includes items that CC has approved; items about which the com-
mittee is conflicted or about which they seek further faculty input do not come forward
on the consent agenda.

Resource-Neutrality and the Resource Advisory Group (RAG)

Prof. O’Gorman seemed to recall that the faculty had voted last year that only items that
have been judged resource-neutral come forward on the consent agenda. Prof. Sultan re-
minded the faculty that last year had seen the advent of the Resource Advisory Group
(RAG), a body consisting of the Provost, Assoc. Provost, Assoc. Dean of Curricular and
Faculty Development, and Chair of CUPP and convened in order to advise CC concern-
ing courses that might require additional resources. (Prof. Theune asked whether CC and
RAG had met to discuss the DTE program. Answer: yes—many times.)
Prof. Chapman noted that the last parapgraph on page 67 of the handbook appeared to
support the point that he and Prof. O’Gorman had been pressing. It states that when CC
aproves a course that has been recognized as potentially non-resource-neutral, it “will
be flagged and presented to the faculty for discussion.” Prof. Chapman contended that by
this provision the DTE major—since it would clearly require new resources—should have
been flagged and brought forward for faculty discussion. Although nothing could be done
about the matter now that the agenda had passed, he asked that the point be remembered
for future reference. Prof. Young asked what the resource implications were for the new
DTE major. Prov. Green replied that he had advised RAG and CC that the new DTE
major approved today was indeed resource-neutral (and thus need not be flagged), since
all of the funds required for its three year trial run were provided by donor’s soft money.
To continue the major beyond that trial run would almost certainly require University
resources, but to do so would also require faculty approval.

c. Promotion and Tenure Committee

Prof. Nillas presented an oral report, noting that the committee had revoked the written
report it had filed the previous week because the unit that had considered asking for a
change in Faculty Handbook language to permit the Masters count as a terminal degree
for tenure track hiring in its fields wished to have further discussion within their depart-
ment before bringing the matter forward for broader consideration.
PAT met in three times during the month of October, twice in executive session to con-
sider cases for promotion and tenure.
Prof. Tiede asked whether PAT anticipated that the criteria for promotion and tenure for
faculty hired with a Masters as the terminal degree would be the same as those for other
faculty. Prof. Nillas answered that the proposal currently on hold for further discussion
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would in fact leave those criteria unchanged. President Jensen suggested that, in the in-
terest of efficiency, further inquiries be deferred until a written proposal came before the
body.

d. Faculty Development Committee

Prof. Kunce presented FDC’s written report, including reminders of upcoming deadlines.
She reminded faculty to consult only the Faculty Development Handbook itself while
preparing proposal; some of the other materials available online have not been updated
to include the changes faculty had approved last year.

e. Assessment Committee

Prof. Erlewine presented the committee’s written report.

f. General Education Task Force

Prof. Simeone presented the task force’s written report on behalf of Prof. A. Schultz, who
was out of town. The task force had met three times since the October faculty meeting.
They met with Assoc. VP for Institutional Research, Planning, and Evaluation Michael
Thompson to discuss and disaggregate NSSE data. They met with Interim Dean of Ad-
missions Bob Geraty to see how admissions personnel present the Gen Ed program to
prospective students. They also met with the Board of Trustees’ Academic Affairs com-
mittee to update them on the status of their work. The committee is currently developing
a set of Gen Ed learning outcomes, which they hope soon to present to the faculty for
discussion. He called attention to a letter Prof. Kelahan had written sharing concerns
about the Gen Ed reform process she had heard from faculty constituents; the task force
had subsequently put together a written response to those concerns. The letter and the
response, as well as many other relevant documents, are available at the Task Force’s web
page.

6. Administrative Reports

a. Provost’s Report

Provost Green presented a written report and a set of announcements. Highlights:

• Assoc. Provost Boyd and Assoc. VP Thompson will offer an updated version of
their presentation on admissions, enrollment, and net tuition revenue (NTR) on
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 11a in CNS C102.
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• Charles Blaich andKathyWise of theCenter of Inquiry atWabashCollege will visit
IWU on Thursday, Feb. 18, serving as a third and final installment of the informal
series of talks that already brought Jillian Kinzie and Jon McGee to campus this
academic year.

• Provost Green will be off campus for much of the subsequent week at the Council of
Independent Colleges’ 2015 Institute for Chief Academic and Chief Advancement
Officers, where he will be coordinating a workshop for new CAOs.

• An exhibition entitled Pursuing the Emphemeral, Painting the Enduring: Alzheimer’s
and the Artwork of William Utermohlen will be on display at the Wakeley Gallery
from Nov. 6–Dec. 4. The exhibition and surrounding events—supported by a Mel-
lon Re-Centering the Humanities Grant—incorporate several interdisciplinary ap-
proaches to the ravages of dementia.

b. President’s Report

On his first day on the job, Pres. Jensen filed his first report to the faculty. He noted that
he had been in town for a little over a week. Sunday through Tuesday of the previous
week he had attended various Board of Trustee functions, and he had been impressed by
the character of the interactions between faculty representatives and board members. He
also welcomed the “healthy” practice of having student representatives to the Board, and
praised the University as a high-functioning institution in general. He was also pleased at
the chance to be among faculty at the present meeting, noting that he had spent 30 years
as a professor of economics, teaching even as he directed the Program and Public Policy
at William & Mary.
He noted that it would premature for him to say much at this stage about what will unfold
for the University over his first year in office, but he was sure that faculty had a robust sense
of the main challenge facing the institution: how to maintain and even improve upon its
excellence in the difficult financial climate in higher education. Improvements in diversity,
for instance, are a pressing concern, but achieving them will require the investment of
resources. He looked forward to working with faculty on these issues in the months and
years to come.

7. Old Business

There was no old businsss.

8. New Business

There was no new business.
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9. Announcements

Prof. Amoloza urged faculty to let students interested in applying for a Freeman Intern-
ship in Asia know that they ought not to be discouraged from applying simply because
they fear that their major would not lend itself easily to the experiential learning compo-
nent of that program; last summer, students from a variety of majors had been able to
find suitable arrangements. Concerned students should contact Prof. Amoloza.

10. Adjournment

Meeting was adjourned at 5:16p.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Criley
mcriley@iwu.edu
Faculty Secretary
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%
Good%afternoon.%My%name%is%Jake%Thaker,%and%I%am%the%Student%Senate%President.%
%
My%name%is%Ashley%Spain%and%I%am%the%Student%Senate%Vice%President.%
%
At%the%August%faculty%meeting1,%a%group%of%40%students%accompanied%two%student%speakers%
addressing%the%chalking%of%Aspiration2%and%the%state%of%racial%tolerance%on%our%campus.%We%
were%asked%what%concrete%ideas%for%change%we%had.%Well%now,%we’ve%done%our%homework,%
and%we’re%back.%%%
%
In% late%September,%CUPP%looked%over%a%draft%document3%about%the%key%issues%to%address% in%
terms%of%campus%diversity%from%the%student%perspective.%In%October,%Student%Senate%drafted%
a% resolution4%to%speak% to% the%state%of%diversity%at%Wesleyan,%and% is%working%on% that% to% this%
day.% And% over% the% next% several% weeks,% we% proceeded% to% meet% with% various% campus%
constituencies%to%expound%further%on%the%initial%CUPP%document.%
%
On%faculty%professional%development:%we%would%like%to%strongly%encourage%ongoing%faculty%
development% workshops% that% include% topics% such% as% microaggressions,% building% facultyQ
student%relationships,%and%addressing%contemporary%social% justice% issues% in% the%classroom.%
We% also% strongly% encourage% open% forums% —% for% faculty,% staff% and% students—to% come%
together,% learn% together,% and% engage% in% insightful% and% substantive% discussion.% As% our%
mentors,%we%want%to%learn%from%you%and%with%you.%%
%
It’s%one% thing% to%say%something%and%another% to%do% it.%That’s%why%we’ve%scheduled%an%open%
forum% discussion—for% anyone% on% campus;% students,% staff,% and% faculty—on% Thursday,%
November% 12% at% 12:00% here,% in%Davidson,% to% start% the% conversation.%We% haven’t%met%with%
everyone%yet,% so%we%don’t% know%what% everyone% is% thinking.%This%discussion%will% only%deal%
with%what% diversity%means% to% us% individually% and%what% problems%we% should% address—as%
faculty,% staff,% and% students.% Since% it’s% over% the% lunch% hour,% it’ll% be% informal.% The% most%
memorable%interactions%students%have%are%those%with%their%professors%in%casual%settings.%We%
want%to%talk%with%you.%
%
On%curriculum%adjustments:%we%know%that%the%Gen%Ed%Task%Force%is%working%with%this%and%
that% the% process% takes% time.% With% respect% to% the% diversity% flag,% we% strongly% believe% that%
discussion% of% contemporary% social% justice% issues% is% key% in% a% classroom% setting.% It’s% always%
impactful%for%us%to%discuss%current%issues%so%that%we%may%truly%apply%what%we%learn%to%the%
real%world.%
%
On%faculty%diversity:%we%understand%that%currently,%there%aren’t%many%solutions%out%there%to%
this.% However,% when% a% faculty% position% does% open% up% anytime% in% the% next% few% years,% we%
strongly% urge% you% to% consider% advertising% in% professional% societies% of% professors% of% color.%%
For%example,%if%there%is%an%opening%in%the%Chemistry%Department,%the%National%Organization%
for% the% Professional%Advancement% of% Black% Chemists% and%Chemical% Engineers5%might% have%
our%next% faculty%member.% Students% consistently%mention%needing% to% see% faculty%who% “look%
like%them”%to%feel%welcome%and%included.%
 
On%faculty%participation%at%events:%we%know%that%you%all%are%extremely%busy—with%research,%
class% preparation,% meetings,% and% of% course,% family% life% and% hobbies.% We% request% that% if%
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possible,% you% join%us% at% diversity% events% coQhosted%by% students% and% the%Office% of%Diversity%
and% Inclusion.% The% first% that% comes% to% mind% is% the% 3D% Series6%(Diversity,% Dialogue,% and%
Dignity):% a% campus%wide% collaboration% to% have% engaging% and% thought% provoking% dialogue%
every%Thursday%evening.%We’d% like% to% take%part% in%stimulating%discussions%with%you,% in% the%
spirit%of%scholarship%and%a%liberal%education.%
%
Our% final% point% to% address% is% on% classroom% climate.% A% friend% of% ours% said% it% best:% “I% can%
tolerate%my%little%brother,%and%I%can%tolerate%my%dog.%But%when%it%comes%to%real% life,%I%don’t%
want% to% be% tolerated—I% want% to% be% accepted.”% We% respectfully% request% that% instances% of%
assumptions%from%one%student%to%another%be%used%as%teachable%moments.%We%would%like%to%
know% that% our% classrooms% are% a% safe% space,% for% both% students% and% professors.% Especially,%
when%it%comes%to%issues%of%prejudice.%
%
We%realize%that,%as%students,%our%job%is%to%be%challenged,%understand%what%the%real%world%is%
like,% and% think% critically.% It% is,% however,% very% difficult% to% engage% in% active% learning% when%
placed%in%an%environment%where%judgments%and%preconceived%opinions%linger7.%%
%
As% our% tenure% winds% to% a% close,% this% is% the% final% faculty% meeting% I% get% to% observe.% Next%
semester%is%our%last%and%most%of%the%students%here%are%in%the%same%situation.%We%need)your%
partnership% to% keep%momentum% going.% Our% cause%may% not% be% pertinent% to% your% areas% of%
expertise,%but%as%our%mentors,%guides,%and%gurus,%we%look%up%to%you%to%help%us%lead,%and%to%
teach%others%about%what%we’ve%accomplishedQQtogether.%
 
We’ve%been%told%that%when%it%comes%to%the%issues%of%diversity,%we’re%preaching%to%the%choir.%
I’m%happy%to%inform%you%that%the%choir%is%strong,%and%we’re%hiring.%%
 
Thank%you%for%attending%to%our%issues%respectfully%and%thank%you%for%your%time.%
 
%
 
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1%Minutes%found%at:%https://www.iwu.edu/provost/2015/Aug/Faculty_Meeting_Minutes_08_31_2015_correctedQ1.pdf%
2%Background%information:%https://blogs.iwu.edu/argus/2015/09/23/racialQslurQincitesQsocialQmovementQatQiwuQ4/%
3%Appended.%
4%Voting%on%November%15,%2015%Student%Senate%Agenda.%
5%More%academic%organizations%representing%marginalized%groups:%http://www.wwu.edu/hr/edi/docs/NationalOutreach.pdf%
6%Schedule%of%events:%https://www.iwu.edu/studentQdiversity/3Dseries.html%%
7%Appended%article%citing%nationwide%occurrences.%%



CUPP Student Report: Diversity Change 

September 21, 2015 

  

The Student Senate General Assembly met on September 20, 2015 to host an open forum for the IWU community to 

discuss concrete ideas for diversity change. The following five points are a culmination of ideas from students from 

the beginning of the school year through the September 20 meeting: 

 

Faculty professional development: faculty professional development regarding micro-aggressions, managing 

classroom climate/bias incidents (which must be addressed head-on) in the classroom, and working with diverse 

students. Conduct and participate in open forums for students and faculty to attend. Mention of grant to have a 

diversity workshop from Provost. 

 

Faculty intervention and bias reports: Faculty accountability for mishandled micro-aggressions:  what happens to 

faculty bias reports?  We know that faculty aren’t really “supervised” in a traditional sense, but how does 

accountability work?  In a collegial work environment like higher education, accountability is peer-to-peer so how are 

faculty allies holding faculty peers accountable for climate concerns expressed by students?  It would go a long way to 

hear faculty articulate what they think should happen with peers for whom a bias report is submitted.  

 

Curriculum adjustments: faculty-led discussion of contemporary social justice (especially race) in the classroom for 

ALL students to experience as part of our mission; this is beyond the “diversity flag” experience as it does not 

adequately cover contemporary social justice discussions with sufficient depth; timing is right to consider this with 

the general education review. 

 

Faculty diversity: A commitment to hiring for diversity:  Students consistently comment on needing to see faculty 

who “look like them” to feel welcome and included.  Would like to see a strong recruitment/interview/hiring 

plan/policy/protocol for diversifying the faculty that includes the financial resources required to do so. 

 

Education outside the classroom: Faculty-led out-of-class discussions about diversity and social justice – specifically 

during Turning Titan.  

 

Faculty participation at events: Faculty attendance and participation in student-led cultural events on and off 

campus. 

 

 

 


